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1. Introduction
This document describes the author's third approach to get a reading of the Danube Script (DS), also called the Old European Script (OE). It
is based upon the hypothesis that there is a continuous tradition of the first writing system of the Danube civilization into the Aegean,
Minoic, Mykenic, Cypriotic and Phoenician cultures over the time span of several thousand years.
The following Figure 1 shows the purported / proposed geographic dilution of the European linear writing systems (“Alteuropäische Linearschrift”).
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Note: Reading does not necessarily mean deciphering. We may still be unable to translate the underlying language even if we can read it.

Figure 1: Purported / proposed geographic dilution of the European linear writing systems
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The herein proposed underlying chronology is the following:

CHRONOLOGY OF THE WRITING SYSTEMS
Writing System
Shortcut
Old European/Danube Script OE/DS
Megalithic Hunter/Gatherer MG
Minoic Linear A
LA
Hethitic
HE
Byblos
BY
Cypro Syllabic
KS
North Semitic
NS
Mykenic Linear B
LB
Phoenikish
PH
Crete-Mykenic
KR
Arameic
AR
Greek
GR
Etruskic
ET
Lydic/Lykic/Luwian
LY
Alpine
AL
Berberic/Tifinagh
BB
Runic
RU
Siberic
SI
Hungaric
UN
Sami Owner Signs
SA

Time
6000 BC
4000 BC
3200 BC
3000 BC
2500 BC
2000 BC
1800 BC
1700 BC
1700 BC
1500 BC
1000 BC
700 BC
700 BC
600 BC
500 BC
200 BC-pres.
200 BC
800 AD
900 AD
2000 AD

Language Family
pre-indoeuropean
pre-indoeuropean
pre-indoeuropean
indoeuropean
semitic
pre-indoeuropean
semitic
indoeuropean
semitic
indoeuropean
semitic
indoeuropean
pre-indoeuropean
indoeuropean
indoeuropean
afro-asiatic
germanic
turk
finno-ugric
finno-ugric

Remark
added later?!

unrelated?
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Other researchers (H. Haarmann) propose similar ways for the distribution of the linear writing systems in Europe:

Figure 2: Grafiken: © B. Schnelle (24 Oktober 2011)

2. Comparison of the Writing Systems
First, we collect sign tables for the related scripts and, as far as available, their possible readings. We will compare only the oldest European
writing systems:
•
•
•
•
•

The Old European or Danube Script
Crete-Minoic Linear A
Mykenic Linear B
Cypro-Minoic or Eteo-Crete
Phoenician
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2.1. Old-European or Danube Script
The following collection of the signs of the Danube Script is based upon the inventories of Harald Haarmann, Marco Merlini and Shan M.
M. Winn.
The classification is made by the author. We do not classify the signs by their geometric shape but according to (admitted: subjective)
similarities (via pattern recognition).
There is one difficulty: Because we do not know the writing direction for sure, we do not know the correct orientation of the signs either.
For example:
If there is a basic shape of the sign, e.g.
there might be the mirrored or reversed form also

.

Or the basic shape is inverted or flipped over (upside down)
Or it is flipped and mirrored

.

.

Or any variant is rotated about an oblique angle (here the basic shape is rotated 90° clockwise)

.

It is not clear if every variant has its own reading. In our modern scripts mirrored signs are wrongly written, but their reading remains
unchanged (except in a special mathematical context): E and $ keep their meaning while M and W represent different sounds, as well as the
rotated ∑. The same may be true for the signs of the Danube script.
The following pages contain the complete collection of signs of the Danube Script, as known so far to the author.
The Old European writing system consists of basic signs, logograms, ligatures and quite ornamental signs. The basic signs are given in the
last table.
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Strokes and dashes in various combinations may represent numbers:

The following signs seem to be logograms:
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Beside the inventory of the Danube Script of simple basic signs and logograms we may find many symbols that look more like ornaments or
designs but they may even be calligraphic signs:

Other signs may be ligatures, signs combined of some simpler symbols:

First, we tried to identify basic signs of the Old European (OE) or Danube Script (DS). There appear variants for some of the basic symbols.
They also sometimes seem to be tagged with strokes, dashes, dots etc. This may alter the meaning or use of the signs. Compare to the Linear
B signs for “horse”:
This may be a hint of different addressing of male and female words or persons.

We listed tagged, decorated, and other forms of variants of the basic signs in the following table.
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2.2. Linear A
The Minoan Linear A script of Crete is approved a writing system of the Minoan pre- or non-Indoeuropean language – and one of the oldest
Aegean scripts. Its syllable values are derived by comparison with the younger but deciphered and closely related Old Greek Linear B script:
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2.3. Linear B
Linear B is the deciphered and readable script of an old Greek Indoeuropean language of Crete and Mykene:
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2.4. Cypro-Minoan
Cypro-Minoan is a syllable script of Cyprus that was used to write Old-Greek and was derived from the older Minoan language (Eteo-Crete),
which is given in the first table:

Cypro-Minoic:
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2.5. Phoenician
Phoenician is the first true alphabet script and was derived from syllable scripts from Lydic or Cyprus. It is therefore a descendant of the old
Aegean writing systems, and hence a derivative of the Danube script:

3. Assignment of the Signs of the Danube Script to Syllables
The target of this chapter is the systematic sorting of signs of the Danube signs looking similar to signs of the confirmed Agean writing
systems into a syllable table. It is a quite subjective kind of pattern recognition, and different authors may reach different results.
Therefore, I suggest the repetition of this sorting process by independent researchers.
3.1. Assignment by Haarmann
One of the top researchers in the danube writing system, Harald Haarmann, provides his own table of similar signs of the Old European
script and the writing systems Linear A and B. The syllable reading is added by the author:
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3.2. Actual Assignment by the Author
Due to the work of Michael Ventris and the following scientists, Linear B is readable and deciphered and the sound values of the particular
signs are known.
Because the sign inventory of Linear A is very close to Linear B the comparison resulted in the probable reading of the texts. Even if the
language is still under discussion and may be a Luwian dialect [13] or non-Indo-european at all.
Phoenician is the oldest alphabet, therefore we felt free to asign the letters to seemingly appropriate syllables. A hint from which syllabic
signs the alphabetic letters are derived gives the name of the letters: e.g. beth from the syllable BE, gimel from GI, dalet from DA, etc.
Next, we assigned the basic signs of the Danube Script to the oldest writing system, Linear A. Then followed the comparison with the later
Linear B. In sequence came Cypro-Minoan and Eteo-Crete. The last comparison is made with the youngest writing system, Phoenician if no
other sign fitted.
The hypothesis behind this method is the idea, that the writing system of the danube script was tranferred through different cultures and
ethnies over thousands of years, like our own writing system with roman letters is more than 2000 years old.

The result of the sorting process is given in the tables on the following pages:
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We may guess the names of the numbers by the following line of reasoning:
Reading “i” for the number “1” is pure speculation [9].
In a guess to read the inscriptions on spindles from Jela of the Vinca culture [10] we concluded that the number “2” was spoken “Ti” and the
number “3” was spoken “Li”.
With high probability in Linear A the name of the number “5” is “Ta-Ja” [14]. According to the results of [9] in DS the vowel following “T”
is mostly “i”, while the vowel following “J” is more often “a” than others. Therefore we assume that the name of the number “5” in the
Danube language is “Ja”. There were also hints to read “4” as “Av” or “Alv”, and “10” as “Wi”, “Vis”, or even “Tha”.
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4. The Syllable Table for the Danube Signs
Finally, the last step is the compilation of the signs of the Old-European Script into a syllable table according to their sorting.
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We encountered some inconsistencies of the comparison table to the table of the sorted basic symbols of the Danube Script. This is, because
we allowed the signs to be rotated, mirrored or flipped for best fit with Linear A and the other scripts. Also, some of the Linear A signs cited
by Haarman could not be found in our table of the Linear A syllables. There is hope that consistent reading of the inscriptions of the Danube
Script will settle these discrepancies somewhat.
But the syllable table will allow us a first try to read inscriptions of the Danube Script. Anyway, this task is not part of this document and
further research is necessary.

4.1. First Try by the Author
The above given syllable table is not the first try of the author to generate such a table to read the Danube Script signs. It may be interesting
to compare an older version to the actual table.
The method to compile this table has been the same as applied in this document, which was done independently. The result is slightly
different. This underlines the necessity for other researchers to repeat this process.
The images of the signs of the Old European Script as collected by the author are available for free. In case of interest please contact the
author at
Wolf.Scheuermann@Forschungskontor.de
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5. Summary and Outlook
As impossible as the task at first seems to be, to read and decipher an unknown writing system of an unknown language while even it is not
entirely clear if it is a writing system at all, there are traces through history that provide clues where the research can start.
It is amazing how many signs of the Old-European Script find its counterpart in the later Aegean and Mediterranean writing systems. The
syllable table is nearly completely filled.
The syllable table for the signs of the Old-European Script may enable us to “read” the texts of the inscriptions of the Danube civilization.
The test, if this reading is correct would be if the same linguistic forms show up in different texts and also, if known words of the Old
European language as listed by Haarmann [2, 3, 6] could be deciphered.
We suggest the following steps toward progress in better reading and a real deciphering:
•
•
•
•
•
•

The complete publication of the text corpus of the Danube Script as known to date would be helpful.
A quantitative count of the absolute frequency of every sign would make the comparison with the frequency of syllables much easier.
Time lines of the use of every sign should be made up to determine which signs were simultaneously in use at a given date.
A try should be given to recognize ligatures and variants of the signs.
To approach the Old European language, an utmost complete inventory of Old European substrat words should be compiled.
To define the language family of the Old European language different hypothesies should be tested: Luwian, Hatti, semitic languages,
Celtic, Baltic, Finno-Ugric, non of these at all … .
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